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responsible for the artistry identified in the epics. By the late nineteenth
as the
was
was
author
all
tury, however, Unitarianism,
known,
single
theory
but aminority
view. Itwas now generally held that the Iliad and the Odyssey
were the work of minstrels who
sang the stories that make up these epics for
centuries before they were finally committed
to paper. Thus the analysts, as
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author theory are known, emphasized
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in Homer's
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early
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was again
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Question
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authorship
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to writing
around this time
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of writing
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dition. As
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throughout
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Christian,
It is these readings and textual concerns
that Homer; Critical Assessments
addresses. This massive work on the Homeric
1,871 pages
epics (a combined
in four volumes)
is the first in the Routledge
of Classical
Critical Assessments
on Virgil
are
Authors
series. Forthcoming
volumes
and Greek Tragedy
on
this four volume work
distinguishes
to
is its price tag of $704, which
renders it inaccessible
scholarship
the boxed set
the average academic and/or student of Homer. Nevertheless,
to include literary criticism and historical background
that cov
does manage
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Homer

in the works. What
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every aspect of Homer
scholarship. In the ninety nine essays that
is approached from fourteen different categories:
the set, Homer
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and Archaeological
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Question,
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a
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Covering
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after 1960, with only
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to this work are three introductions written
specifically for this
Original
included at the end of each of the four vol
and select bibliographies
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and Oral Poetry Research,"
first introduction,
by E.J.
Bakker, synopsizes the Homeric
Question,
gives a clear and succinct account
an excel
of Milman
Parry and the discovery of orality, and concludes with
lent section on recent trends in oral poetry
research. The second, "Homer
edition

umes. The

and Early Greece," by H.J. vanWees,
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and
B.C.
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of eighth century
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authorship
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tion of the epics. Van Wees
also deals at great length with
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and poUtical world, and on Homer's
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F.
and Literary Criticism,"
Irene
third essay, "Homer
the
by
J. Dejong,
editor of this four volume work, provides a short but knowledgeable
history
of modern
of the Homeric
epics from the time of the
literary interpretation
in
Analysts and Unitarians
through the Parry epoch to recent developments

material
The

and anthropology.
narratology
in
Substantial
select bibUographies
appear at the end of each volume,
to those offered by the individual essays, and are divided
addition
into the
not
sections covered by that volume,
leading the reader to further material
covered
should

of these bibliographies
essays. The
importance
A work
of Homer
that traces the development
to omit many
centuries
is bound
texts,
important

by the reprinted
not be minimized.

across two
scholarship
to some
omissions minimized

extent

of information

which,
by the bibUographies
on Homer.
Special mention

in addi

should
tion, expose the wealth
1 of the ninety nine
also be made
of the chronological
table in Volume
lists date of publication,
author, title, journal refer
reprinted articles, which
location of each article.
ence, and chapter and volume
can be categorized
the essays in these four volumes
into two
material
and literary criticism. For the contemporary
groups: background
reader, the first two volumes, The Creation of the Poems and The Homeric World,
can be somewhat daunting. The first volume
is perhaps the most
specialized
BasicaUy

for the general reader who
lacks knowledge
of Greek. FuU of oral formulas
it can only appeal to the most
and Greek words,
ardent of Homerists.
The
to
introduction
aUeviate this
above, however, helps
by E.J. Bakker mentioned
volume's

rather pedantic discussion of formulas and the oral tradition. Taken
the essays of the first two volumes
aUow the reader to
however,
together,
trace the progression
of various issues concerning
the epics and the Homeric

world?issues

addressing

the heroic. The

value

religion,

moraUty,

in having

gods

vs. men,

and

the meaning

of

to the reader chrono

these essays available
logicaUy, in appropriate categories, and under one cover is the ability to study
to the next. Not
of Homer
the development
scholarship from one period
one
to
reasons
seem to
is
the
able
different
only
why
question
periods
to and interests in studying Homer's
different approaches
emphasize
epics,
one
comes
but
the whole
idea of mean
away from these essays questioning
a text means
to a reader is not
in general. What
ing and literary criticism
is being read but is, rather, created by whoever
inherent in what
is studying
that text and by the community
and period of which
that text is a part.
Homer; Critical Assessments makes this point clear: there are asmany
interpre
as
are
tations of the Homeric
there
scholars
This
in itself
them.
epics
studying
is not a bad thing, for it emphasizes
that the meaning
of any text is not
absolute

but created based on how

one "sees" or "reads" as weU
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with
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to

accessible

3 and 4 emphasize
the general reader than the earlier two. Volumes
the way
we look at texts and how different historical periods force us to look at these
in new ways. Throughout
these two volumes we find discussions
of
as
as
main
well
indi
of
the
scenes, and major
characters,
speeches
s scar,
vidual
similes and inset tales providing
of Odysseus
interpretations
in
6
and
the
Andromache's
Book
of
the
of
Hektor
Iliad,
meeting
meaning
s
of the
the proems of both epics, Zeus
important
speech at the opening
texts

individual

these volumes
shield. Throughout,
scenes
how
express
emphasizing
specific
soundings,
Homeric
epics and their relevance to the late twentieth
and Achilles's

Odyssey,

The Homeric

simile

is covered

stress the function,
that these
interpretations

which

in great

artistry

of

the

century.
essays ranging from 1921-1981
and the various
use, juxtaposition,
been given through
the years. The

in five

compositional
similies have

since the beginning
of modern
as
are
the
characters
Achilles,
scholarship,
given
from the Iliad and Odysseus
and
and Glaukos
Diomedes,
Agamemnon,
from the Odyssey. A number of the essays touch on issues of psy
Elpenor

Homeric

epithet,

studied

focus on individual
the

is also

Homer

art

aesthetics,

chology,

itive narrative,

time,

history,

detail

its due

forecasting,

audience

participation,

prim

focalization.
and embedded
no single reader of Homer will

be satisfied with all the essays
will
and
be disappointed
that many
collection,
many
not
on
in these four volumes,
lists have
been included
favorites
Classicists'
on
some of the best writing
there is no question
that this edition contains
Although
in
included

this

of the past 200 years, in particular S.Weil's "The Iliad or the Poem of
B. Stanford's "The Untypical
E.
Auerbach's
Scar," W
Force,"
"Odysseus'
"On Translating Homer,"
and A. Pope's "Preface to his
Hero," M. Arnold's
Translation
of the Iliad."
is a valuable source for Homer
is no doubt that this work
studies.
There
Homer

One
yearly
Homer

need

look no further

on Homer
studies

times? The

of articles and books

published
task of representing
the best of
century. The question, of course, remains
articles for Homer
articles the defining

the staggering

since the eighteenth
these ninety-nine

as to what makes
in modern

than the hundreds

to realize

answer depends

on who

is doing

the editing,
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such amammoth
task. Such an
agenda an editor has in undertaking
undertaking wiU not please everyone, for some essays are bound to make the
final cut for personal reasons, and tastes in aU things differ; some essays that
specific

some might
Nevertheless,

considered
indispensable wiU not be found in this edition.
there are a sufficient number of essays in this coUection from a
to please most
stu
of sources covering a broad area of concerns

have

great variety
dents of Homer.

Irene J. E Dejong,
the editor of this coUection, has compiled
of Homer
cuUed
from both journals and books from
essays
three major
French) spanning a period of over
languages
(EngUsh, German,
in four volumes
200 years; more
she
has
selected
those essays
importantly,
for the student

that in the majority

of cases would

be on most

Classicists'

lists of the best of

Homer.

the arrangement
of the essays in chronological
order
Furthermore,
under each of the fourteen
sections represented aUows the reader to experi
ence the development
and the controversy
of the issues in question. Homer;
is a valuable
addition
for any library coUection.
Critical Assessments

its $704
Unfortunately,
coUections.
personal

price

tag excludes

it from

easily finding
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